VOCABULARY	151
"WOEDS BEGINNING WITH TOWELS
0, Interj. added to pa#M (see pas/urn) m. c.s and with it forming
past/yd, 16.
«££r/, m. absence of difference, identity; sg. abl. a&eda, while,
or although,  there   is   identity   (of  the   soul   with   the
Supreme), 13.
aJjodl\ adj. one who has no knowledge, a fool, i. e. one who has
no knowledge of himself; pi. nom. Mdf\ 6.
abcM, a word of doubtful meaning ; perhaps = clumsy, stupid,
*85,q.y.
abal, adj. c> g. without strength, weak, weak from sickness;
f. sg. abl. abali, used as subst., 8.
alien, adj. e, g. not different, identical;  oMn viuiars&a, (thev
are) identical, (as one can see) on reflection, 16.
abhyds, m. repeated practice, esp. of yoga or of meditation on
the identity of the Self with  the  Supreme, 1;   habitual
practice of a course of conduct, 20; sg. ag. abhyoJ't 1.
ac/t\  f. the eye; ache layane talav,  the eyes to be turned
upwards, K.. Pr. 102;  achen, fiyuhu, like the eyes, K. Pr.
201.
ada,  adv.  then,   at   that  time,   24,  31,   61,   80,  95,   103,
K, Pr. 56.
aclal ta wadal, m. interchange, confusion, K. Pr. 102.
aduyu, adj. non-dual;   (of the mind) convinced of the non-
duality or identity of the Self with the Supreme, 5, 65.
all-am, I, the ego; aham-wmarshe, by reflection on the nature
of the ego, 15.
(iharnn, to eat food; impve. sg. 2, dft-dr, 28.
ok*, card, one; with emph. ^, ohty, one only, the only one,
the unique, 34; m. sg. abl. aki 'nengi, at one time, on one
occasion, 50 ; nitneshe aki^ in a single twinkle of the eye, 26.
.   GLyeka.	^
akh, card, one, 34 ; as indefinite article, a, 50, 83 (bis); akhdJi^.
one, a single one, K. Pr. 150.    GLyeka.
Skhy m. a mark, a sign impressed upon anything; esp. a mark
indicating eminence or excellence, 75.    Cf. the next.
Skhun9 to make a mark: to impress a mark upon anything, to
brand anything; impve. sg. 2, okh, 76.
aMer, m. a syllable, such as the syllable om, or the like, 10.
a&ol, m. that which transcends the kula> ie. the sphere of the
Absolute, or of Transcendental Being, 79 ;   kol-akol-,  the
totality of all creation, 2.   See kol, and Note on Yoga, § 19,

